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Dear Families,
Welcome to the April addition of our Newsletter.
What a busy fun packed month March has been with
children celebrating World Book Day and also making
delicious pancakes. Our Discovery Day was a success
and we hope you were inspired to find out ‘What a day at
Nursery is like for your child’.
Our provocation has been Springtime and seasonal
change with lots of our experiences reflecting the wonders
of nature and beauty in springtime.
The team are planning some lovely Easter experiences
for the children. We are looking forward to sharing our
Traditional Easter egg hunt and games in the springtime
sunshine with you all on the 18th April.
Kind Regards

Lynn Wordsworth
Nursery Manager

Dates for your Diary
• 18th April
Easter Egg Hunt
and games 6-7pm
• We are closed 19th April
Good Friday and 21st April
Easter Monday.
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Babies
Its been a busy fun filled month in the Baby Room. We have been
exploring the beautiful flowers in our garden and how things grow and
blossom in Spring. We have explored movement through our Spring
song and music times. We have been exploring textures and art media
in our messy play, arts and crafts to make some very special Mothers
Day gifts.

Toddlers
We have been looking at Spring. Exploring the natural environment
with walks in the park and created our own duck ponds with
playdough. In the garden we have been finding bugs in their habitats,
looking at the foliage they use. We have been learning our colours
through seasonal and enhanced our sensory experiences with messy
sensory play. We have also explored movement with music following
instructions, moving fast and slow.
.

Transition
We have been spending a lot of time exploring the garden tidying the
growing areas in preparation for sowing vegetable seeds and then.
planting the seeds to grow a variety of vegetables. We have started to
plant sunflower seeds and have been talking about the sun, water and
soil helping them to grow. We have been learning about healthy snacks
and how they help us run fast and grow strong.

Kindergarten
We had lots of fun making pancakes and needed Jeremy's cooking
advice! Spring provocations led us to think about seasonal colours
and this has made us explore how colours mixed together can make
other colours. The children have been using a variety of materials to
create their own springtime collages.
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